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your grind



mind·ful·ness
/ ˈmīn(d)f(ə)lnəs/
noun
To live intentionally.



Thank yourself for investing in yourself.
You've begun a journey of picking up
tools that you'll put into practice long

after this deck is gone.



Dedicated to my mom,
Thank you for teaching me how to show up for myself.
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AFF IRM,
I  AM READY TO MOVE INTO
THE NEXT LEVEL  OF MY L IFE .

You drew this card because you are hovering
on the edge of a new journey. You may be
finding yourself stuck or suspended in a
space of inactivity.

A woman stands eagerly in her old universe
as she peeks her gaze into the window of her
upcoming adventure. Her old universe glows
with a dim light as her new adventure is
flowing with wonderment, draped in nature,
and is guided by a bright new moon.

You are being asked to ask yourself what is
suspending you in your current world? What
are you afraid of moving on from? What do
you need to do to be brave?  By honouring
what’s holding you back and what you’re
afraid of losing when you move forward you
allow the space to release your fears and try
on your new life.

AFF IRM,
MAY I  HONOUR THE SEASON

I  AM IN .

You drew this card because you may be
having a difficult time aligning and
understanding the divinity of your timeline.

From left to right you will notice the various
elements of each powerful season we and
nature all cycle through. Spring's colourful
expression of creation is met by summer's
glorious ease. A woman walks gracefully
through autumn as her lessons fall with ease
all around her. She is accepting where she is
in her cycle as she walks in her power. 

You are being asked to ask yourself, “what
season am I in”? Trust your body when it
gives you the answer. Be brave enough to
know that where you are in your cycle of life
will not last forever. Each season brings with it
its own encompassing power. Become calm
in your faith knowing that each season has its
purpose and is necessary for your growth and
well being.



AFF IRM,
I  WILL  GET TO THE ROOT OF

THE S ITUATION.

You drew this card because you may be
experiencing a cluttered mind, creating a
thick fog between you and your clarity.

A determined woman sits on her rug with a
large piece of paper in her hand. On the
paper she has mapped out her inner
dialogue in large print. The colours of her
pens resemble the colours of her chakras.
She maps out her mind and clears her blocks
from within.

You are being asked to bring clarity to
yourself by digging through the mud. Grab a
piece of paper, draw yourself in the middle of
it, and begin to write your thoughts, emotions,
and inner dialogue down. Soon you will find
the clarity you seek.

AFF IRM,
I  AM STEPP ING INTO MY
POWER WITH EACH STEP

I  TAKE .

You drew this card because you may be
feeling dis-empowered, lacking self-esteem
or are ready to walk into your life with
purpose.

A woman’s body dances with every step she
takes forward. The path ahead of her glows
with an angelic white light. Every step she
takes unlocks a new level of power within her.
Her body bursts at her core as her inner
power pours into her environment. She is
immersed in her strength.

You are being asked to clear your solar plexus
chakra and nurture your self-esteem. Put
yourself in environments that enhance your
personal power and where you can fully
express who you are.



AFF IRM,
THE ANSWERS I  SEEK

ARE WITHIN ME .

You drew this card because you are being
asked to connect to your higher self and clear
your aura. Your battery is low and your soul
and spirit are in need of connecting with you.

A woman lays comfortably on her bed with
her legs perked up on the wall as she begins
to explore her inner world.  You are being
asked to take time out to connect with your
inner world. Our outer world is an expression
of the beliefs and truths within us. 

Meditate on what brought you here today
and ask your inner world how you can clear,
connect and expand the energy you’re
working through.

AFF IRM,
I  AM CREATING MY REAL ITY .

You drew this card because it is time to
visualize the map of your desires. Your spirit is
craving clarity and your blueprint requires a
destination.

A woman sits in an eclectic coffee shop
buzzing with creativity. Splashed across her
table are images of her inner desires and
destinations. Nature surrounds her bringing
an aroma of grounded earth energy to
support her as she roots her higher self
desires into a plan she can execute.

You are being asked to put yourself in a
creative environment and actively carve out
the map of your dreams. When we think
purposefully about where we want to go, we
begin to take the daily actions that will
support us in getting there.



AFF IRM,
I  RESPECT

THE BOUNDARIES I  SET .

You drew this card because you are being
asked to set or respect your boundaries. 

A woman stands fiercely in the middle of her
fortress illuminating her boundaries with her
hands. Thick jungle-like palm trees sway in
front her weathering her inner transformation
and building her partition. A red sky drapes
over her as she heals her root chakra.

You are being asked to review your
boundaries. Are you yourself respecting your
limitations? Have you had enough of a
situation and are ready to transform your
relationship with it? Are you building walls
where you don’t need to? It is time to
reassess what is and isn’t working for you.
Lean into your inner strength and knowing
that when you respect your wishes the
universe will too.

AFF IRM,
I  AM HONEST WITH MYSELF .

You drew this card because you are
presenting a false reality with yourself or to
those around you.

A naked woman stands in the middle of her
truth as she holds a devilish mask in her
hand. She wears a mischievous smirk on her
face. Her hair is flowing as she is ready to be
set free from the constraints of her false
projections. She is ready to live and speak her
truth. She is confronted with the knowledge
that masks can either serve her or harm her,
protect her or hold her back.

You are being asked to look at where you are
being dishonest with yourself and others.
There is a false mask standing between you
and your happiness causing you to feel out of
alignment with your true self. Create space
for clarity by spending quality time journaling,
walking in nature, talking to yourself in the
mirror or meditating. The key to mastering
your truth is relieving yourself from the
judgements and expectations you are placing
on yourself.



AFF IRM,
WITH EACH SMALL  STEP I

TAKE ,  I  CREATE B IG
CHANGES.

You drew this card because you have
reached insanity. You have found yourself
circling in an abyss as you continue to
approach your problem with the same
solution that is not working.

A woman floats in the middle of a hamster
wheel with insanity tiled across the pieces of
its puzzle. She has removed a piece of the
puzzle and holds it in her hands as red ink
drips to the bottom. A dark universe is behind
her as her new approach has invited light into
her situation.

You are being asked to look at where you are
feeling stuck. How can you approach this
situation differently? Ask yourself “what micro
shift can I take that I haven’t tried before”?
Journal or meditate on this question and
allow your inner being to speak to you. Once
you have created space for a new pathway,
act on it and continue to act on it as you
move through clearing this outdated
approach or pattern in your life.

AFF IRM,
I  SURRENDER TO WHAT I

DON’T  KNOW.

You drew this card because you are being
asked to view things differently. Your physical,
mental, and spiritual environment need
clearing.

A woman sits on a sky high diving board in
the middle of New York City. The sky beams
with the glorious colours of sunset as the
universe's white light sparkles throughout the
sky. The empire state building is lit in indigo
clearing the woman's third eye chakra. The
woman looks at her outer and inner world
from a distance. She is on the outside looking
in.

You are being asked to remove yourself from
your daily routine and go somewhere new to
decompress. Take a walk, drive, or trip to a
place you do not visit often. Meditate on white
light clearing your aura. Cleanse your space
with sage. You are being asked to raise your
vibration and disconnect. When we surrender
and let go - we receive.



AFF IRM,
IT  IS  SAFE  TO BE  SEEN

You drew this card because you are being
asked to expand your aura into your
environment.

The morning sun peeks through a rustic
window creating a majestic reflection in a
studio. A woman squats down in the middle
of a photo shoot ready to have her picture
taken. She is dripping in gold and rocking
joggers and a button up. She exudes her
confidence. She owns her space. She knows
she belongs everywhere she is. Her divine
feminine and masculine dance in unison. Her
abundance radiates everywhere around her.

You are being asked to take up space. Do you
feel like you belong? Are you taking up the
space that is already divinely yours? Ask
yourself how you show up when you enter a
room. Does it serve you or are you hiding
yourself? Your spirit is asking you to own your
existence. You are worthy. You are enough.
You are wanted.

AFF IRM,
I  RELEASE AND GAIN WHAT I
NEED WITH EVERY BREATH.

You drew this card because you are being
asked to connect to yourself at this very
moment.

A woman lays her eyes low as she holds her
hand on her chest. Around her neck is a
golden necklace with a box charm. The box
elegantly outlines its four corners. The
woman's breath escapes her lips and opens
up her universe.

You are being asked to connect with your
breath. Stop right now, place your hand on
your chest, and breathe in for a count of four.
Hold your breath at the top for four, release
for four and hold at the bottom for four. You
are being asked to mindfully breathe. When
we connect to our breath we deeply connect
to ourselves. We can always control our
breath and as we get in touch with our
breath, we can master anything life throws
our way.



AFF IRM,
I  BALANCE MY DES IRES WITH

PASSION AND EASE

You drew this card because you are being
asked to take inventory of your priorities.

A woman is split in half between her two
worlds. She is both the dreamer and the doer.
She is both in her practice and manifesting
her reality. She is aligned with all aspects of
her life.

You are being asked to take stock of where
you are spending your energy. Are you giving
to all areas of your being? Have you been
spending too much time creating? Have you
spent time with yourself lately? Are you
allowing your priorities to slip? We are all
multi passionate beings and when we cater
our time and energy to the different sources
of energy we enjoy, we are whole. Ask yourself
if you are giving time to all that lights you up.

AFF IRM,
I  AM GRATEFUL  FOR MY L IFE .

You drew this card because you are being
asked to move cautiously. You are being
called to be the bigger person.

A woman stands tall with a smirk on her face.
She holds out a glass of champagne awaiting
a cheers. She is dripped in a furry red coat in
the shape of a heart. Her heels lace up her
legs grounding her. She exudes her warm
energy outwards and is thankful for where
she is in this very moment.

You are being asked to do a dynamic dance
between grace and gratitude. Connect to
what you are grateful for. Honor what has not
worked in your favour and release your ideas
with grace. What is meant for you will always
be yours. Practice a higher frequency right
now by recalling three things you are grateful
for in this very moment. Continue this
practice and you will continue to receive.



AFF IRM,
MY COMMITMENTS ARE

STRONGER THAN MY MOODS

You drew this card because you are being
tested by your commitments.

A vibrant and social world of movement
lingers outside the walls of a historic building,
dividing a young woman and the outside
world apart. People of all ages mingle and
move with joy along the busy downtown
streets. Inside, a woman sits behind a
computer screen as the reflection of a bare
tree branch bounces off her bedroom
window. Remnants of the universe sparkle
around her room light as she is in deep focus.
She is being tested.

You are being asked to honour your
commitments. There are times when we feel
like we are missing out on the here and now
of life. Times when all we can see or feel is the
chill of our creations unable to connect to
their future fulfillment. Ask yourself if you are
making your commitments stronger than
your moods. Do you want to see what you’re
working on manifest? This is a time to root
yourself in gratitude and practice faith. You
will soon reap the benefits of your unwavering
commitment to your goals.

AFF IRM,
MY FOCUS OPENS

MY UNIVERSE

You drew this card because you are being
asked to focus on what brings you joy. You
are giving your high vibe energy away to
others, not leaving enough to focus on
yourself and your own goals. 

A woman stands tall among several to-do
lists. Her hand is carefully picking up the to-
do list that says “my priorities” in bright red
letters. While she is opening the door to her
priorities an entire universe is unraveling from
it. She looks directly at the light without
knowing how much is actually opening up for
her.

You are being asked to ask yourself where
you are putting your time and energy. Are you
focusing on your priorities? Are you giving too
much of your energy to others? Do you know
what to say no to? Journal on where you are
spending your time and schedule in time
everyday to make working on your goals a
daily practice.



AFF IRM,
THE MAGIC IS  WITHIN ME

You drew this card because you are looking
for answers everywhere except within
yourself. 

The moon hangs low in a blue sky as a
woman stands in the middle of a concrete
jungle. She is surrounded by an aura of
buzzing white light. Her hands face up to
receive from the universe. Her feet are
planted firmly on the ground. All of her
chakras spark from her heart centre as she
receives inner knowledge from her Higher
Self.You are being asked to go within.

You have been searching for answers
everywhere except from your main source,
you. Trust that you will always know what is
best for you and how to move forward. You
are being asked to mindfully seek answers
from within. Take a few deep breaths and
settle into your aura. Ask yourself your
question. Does your body expand? Does your
body contract? If your body expands that's
your inner being saying yes, if your body
contracts, your inner knowing is saying no.

AFF IRM,
I  ALLOW MYSELF  TO FEEL ,

RELEASE ,  AND HEAL
THROUGH MOVEMENT.

You drew this card because your stagnant
energy is ready to be moved and leave your
body.

A girl shoots her hands in the air as she
dances with her eyes closed. Her clothes are
scattered throughout her room as a boombox
plays beside her, filling her space with the
spirit of music. She is receiving and allowing
energy to flow through and out of her.

You are being asked to just dance baby
dance! Take the much needed time to create
space for yourself to move freely. Allow
yourself to feel, release, and heal through
music and movement.



AFF IRM,
I  BELONG,  I  AM SAFE ,  

I  AM WANTED

You drew this card because you are unable to
connect your physical senses of sight, smell,
taste, hearing, and touch. You may be worried
about your safety, finances, resources and
are not feeling like your feet are planted on
the earth. You are being called to return to
your body.

Three earth bodies walk in unison on a large
planet. Each globe is illuminated by the
universe and holds its own magic. We all walk
in our own worlds as we all walk in the same
world. When we ground ourselves to the earth
we root ourselves to mother nature's magic
and connection. This connection creates our
personal and shared safety, luxuries and
resources in the physical world.

You are being asked to take note of where
you feel like you are not grounded in your life.
Feel the world around you by going into
nature and connecting to the earth around
you. Take inventory of your resources and ask
yourself, “how can I make myself feel safe”?
Meditate on your body growing roots into the
earth.

AFF IRM,
THE UNIVERSE HAS MY BACK

You drew this card because you are being
asked to practice your faith.

A woman is falling backwards doing a trust
exercise with the universe. Her eyes are
closed and her spirit is buzzing with the hope
that the universe will catch her. The universe
is illuminated showing her that it is fully
capable of receiving and honoring her. 

You are being asked to trust the universe right
now. Ask yourself if you have done everything
within your power to co-create your ideal
outcome. From there all there is to do is trust.
You can do this by practicing your
unwavering faith. Lay on your bed and
imagine the universe underneath you, holding
you high, holding you in it’s strength, and
holding you in integrity.



AFF IRM,
I  MOVE FORWARD

WITH FAITH

You drew this card because you may feel like
you are in a fog, unaware of how to move
forward.

A woman creeps through a pitch black
environment with a blind fold on. Around her
is a ray of universal protection buzzing with
trust and faith. Her blindfold is laced with
nature grounding her third eye and pushing
her forward.

You are being asked to honour crystal clear
movement isn’t always what will serve us.
There are times in our lives where we have to
practice faith while we continue to make our
moves and move forward. You are being
guided to practice blind faith and believe that
the time, energy and resources you have
invested into your plans will pan out. Know
you can continue to move forward without
knowing exactly where you are going.

AFF IRM,
I  AM INHERENTLY ABUNDANT

You drew this card because your abundance
is calling you. Are you feeling your innate
entitlement to your abundance? Or are you
feeling undeserving and disconnected from
your wealth?

A woman wears a long silky dress that hugs
her figure, allowing her sexy nature to
elegantly radiate from her. Her hair is
scooped back revealing her strong facial
features as she fans herself with blue
hundreds. She is new money. She is
connected to her abundance, her own
successes, her radiant energy. She has a
powerful relationship with her financial,
spiritual, and physical abundance and is
proud of it.

You are being asked to tap into your
abundance. Where are you feeling connected
vs disconnected from your wealth? Connect
to your relationship with money, power, and
fame. Bask in knowing  wealth is holistic.
Wealth is financial, spiritual, health,
connections and more. Know that you are
worthy of all you have and desire as long as it
doesnt come to the detriment of others.



AFF IRM,

I  RECE IVE  THE  GU IDANCE

I  SEEK

You drew this card because you have
reached a point where you need support. You
may be feeling stubborn or not know how to
move forward with the inner knowing that you
can be guided to a shortcut.

Two women cheers their cups as they walk
and talk about their dreams and destinations.
A wiser woman looks at a younger version of
herself with compassion and encouragement.
The innocent young woman looks up at the
other with glee. A vibrant mix of white, yellow
and green light fills up their collective aura.
They embody heart, solar plexus, and angelic
energy. The sun sets in the background as
clarity and encouragement fill the air. Clarity
is upon them.

You are being asked to work smarter not
harder. Look into your community and see
who you can reach out to offer you guidance.
A stepping stone along your journey. Be
mindful this may not transpire instantly, but
with true intentions, the right person to
mentor you along your journey will arrive.

AFF IRM,

I  AM WHAT  I  EAT

You drew this card because you are being
asked to feed your vessel with food from the
earth.

A woman stands in the middle of her bright
kitchen making a colourful meal. She is
suspended in the middle of a bustling city
and has found stillness as she creates her
fuel. Her meal reflects the colours of her
chakras, healing her and raising her vibration
with every bite. She is empowered knowing
she is caring for the very source that allows
her to experience her world.

You are being asked to take stock of what
you have been feeding your body. How do
you feel after a meal? Are your choices
fueling you? Have you been hydrating
yourself? High frequency foods allow you to
function at a higher frequency physically,
mentally, and spiritually.



AFF IRM,
I  HONOUR MY MIND WITH
MY ACTIONS AND WORDS

You have drawn this card because you are
being asked to see the inner working of your
mind on paper. You are being guided to write
out your emotions and feelings to gain clarity.

A woman sits firmly on her bedroom floor with
an open book as she writes with conviction
and speed. Her journal beams with angelic
light. She is in flow. She is safe with her
thoughts. Her dogs sit quietly in the
background rooting her in loyalty and love. A
crescent moon hangs outside her window, as
a single bulb dangles from her roof buzzing
with universal intelligence.

You are being asked to spend quality time
with your thoughts. Create the space for
yourself to write out the inner workings of your
mind. Use the time you have taken to pull this
card to now write for as little as 2 minutes.
Keep picking up the pen to write or draw until
you feel done.

AFF IRM,
MY CURIOSITY LEADS

THE WAY

You have drawn this card because you are
being asked to connect to spontaneous
inspiration and spark your wonderment.

Two hands meet to light a joint with a flame.
This is the only card in The Mindfulness Deck
that outwardly represents the traditional
masculine and feminine mix of energies. The
divine Feminie is allowing the masculine to
nurture her and support her in her exploration
of self. The universe spills out from the spark
of fire energy creating the shape of a heart.
An opportunity of love is in the air. 

You are being asked to spark a conversation
with someone who you don’t normally
communicate with. Someone who is not in
your echo chamber. Someone who shakes up
your current flow with excitement. Inviting this
energy will allow you to access parts of
yourself you need to connect to. Your divine
feminie is asking you to move with ease,
accept your joy and play with your inner child.
You never know what may come from this
initial spark of creativity.



AFF IRM,

I  EXPAND MY

CONSCIOUSNESS  DA I LY

You drew this card because you are being
asked to think differently, expand your current
perspective, and build on the knowledge you
already have.

A vending machine at the end of the road
glows as a woman's hand is hovering on the
lever ready to make her selection. Inside the
machine, a claw of women’s bodies are
swimming for their prize. Each prize is a
different expression of creativity. Each prize
will give her a new perspective.

You are being asked to build on what you
already know and expand your
consciousness. It is powerful to explore
differing narratives and stories as they create
new connections for your inner world. Seek a
consciousness shift with a new book, movie,
conversation, podcast or your favourite
creative outlet. Share what you learn and
make new connections to your existing world.

AFF IRM,
I  AM ACTIVELY MEDITATING

You drew this card because it is time to move
and sort through your thoughts.

A woman is walking in the middle of a
bustling city. The silhouettes of others scatter
the street as she is fully engulfed in her own
world. She is consumed by her mind. She
crosses the street as she cuts through the fog
in her mind. The sun is rising. A new day is
upon her.

You are being asked to actively meditate.
Carve out time to go for a walk in the city, in
your hood or in a space of comfort. Put your
headphones in your ears and turn your
notifications off. Work through your
discomfort, foggy mind or scattered thoughts
with every step you take. Keep moving until
you know you are done.



AFF IRM,  I  FORGIVE MYSELF ,  
I  RELEASE WHAT NO LONGER

SERVES ME ,  I  INVITE
TRANSFORMATION FOR MY

HIGHEST GOOD

You drew this card because you are either on
the brink of, middle of, or end of a massive
transformation.

A woman reaches her arms to the sky in the
midst of a transformation. She dances
blissfully between her heart and third eye
chakras. The universe is within her and all
around her. She smiles. She feels her freedom.
Her inner peace encompasses her. She is
forgiving her past. She is releasing her
patterns. She is transforming her beliefs. She
is leveling up.

You are being asked to allow much needed
change to happen. Embrace the winds of
change and allow ease to move through your
body like a current. Allow what is not serving
your highest good to leave. Allow your light to
lead the way. When we forgive we allow
ourselves to let go of the shackles of the past.
We create space for our identity to expand.
We allow joy to lead the way. What or who do
you need to forgive to move forward?

AFF IRM,
I  AM VIB ING HIGH

You drew this card because your battery is
low.

A woman sits in stillness as she puts all her
focus on her energy source. Her seven
chakras radiate all around her. She is
mindfully charging her battery. Her frequency
is rising. She is present.

You are being called to raise your vibration
through a charging force - meditation,
physical activity, mindful intention setting, or
your favourite way to connect to your energy
centre. When we raise our frequency we are
able to attract the higher frequency energies
we seek.



AFF IRM,
I  RELEASE WHAT DOESN 'T

SERVE ME

You drew this card because your aura needs
cleansing. You have absorbed outside
energies that are weighing you down and do
not belong to you.

A woman stands still immersed in nature and
illuminated by the sun. Her gaze hovers over
the crashing ocean waves meeting the earth.
Her feet are planted in the sand. She wears a
jacket that oozes her personal power. The
mountains are capped with snow. All of
nature's glory meets one another as an
illuminated bridge connects one moment to
the next.

You are being asked to go into nature.
Connect to the natural elements that make
you feel most aligned. Whether it be wind,
water, earth, and/or fire. Honour yourself and
ask yourself what you need, and go there.
Allow nature to cleanse your aura and raise
your vibration.

AFF IRM,
REST WORKS FOR ME

NOT AGAINST ME

You drew this card because you are being
asked to take a mindful and meaningful
break.

A woman lays her head restfully on silk
sheets. Restful waves move through the silky
sheets as they support her. Her eyes are
covered with a purple slip tapping into her
inner world. She is disconnected from the
chaos of movement. She lays dripped in her
diamonds and swag. She knows she could
not be this fabulous without mindful
disconnection.  You are being asked to do
nothing.

It is time to honour your body's need for rest.
Allow yourself to slip into the luxury of down
time and surrender. Honour and know that
without your batteries being charged, nothing
else will work.



AFF IRM,  
I  AM WORTHY
I  AM WANTED
I  AM ENOUGH

You drew this card because you may need to
connect or deepen your connection with your
worthiness. You are being called to feel your
enough-ness and invite compassionate self-
talk to build your self-esteem.

A woman looks fiercely at her affirmations
posted on her beauty mirror. There are
elements of self-care scattered across her
countertop but her gaze is captivated by the
words reflecting back at her. “I am enough”, “I
am worthy” and “I am abundant” stare her in
the face as she absorbs their powerful
energies.

You are being asked to connect to your
enough-ness. Most of our low self-esteem
and lack of worthiness is rooted in the idea
that “we are not enough”. As we grow we
continue to create new versions of this reality
to affirm this misaligned belief. Affirmations
support us in re-wiring these beliefs on a core
level. Create a list of affirmations you would
like to be true for you. From there write “may
I…” and watch yourself slowly but surely wear
the belief as if it is your own.

AFF IRM,
I  ALLOW MY ENERGY

TO FLOW

You drew this card because you are being
asked to allow your energy to freely move
through your body.

A woman is immersed in her own yoga
practice. She is mindfully releasing the
judgments and expectations that are
weighing her down. She is a downward dog,
part of sun salutation which creates space for
her to reflect and release.

You are being asked to create a mind-body
connection. Take time to stretch, engage in
yoga or fluid movement. Your mind, body,
and spirit is replenished when you exercise
your mobility. Even five short minutes of
stretching everyday will create monumental
shifts in your energy and mood.



AFF IRM,
I  COMMUNICATE HONESTLY

AND EFFECTIVELY

You drew this card because your voice is
underactive or overactive. You are either
afraid of expressing your true self or are
expressing yourself harshly without the
consideration of others.

A woman sings in the middle of her bedroom.
She holds her TV remote to her lips as she
belts her favourite female anthem. Her room
is painted blue activating her throat chakra.
She sings and moves energy to communicate
her truth. The spirit of music creates
pathways for her to express her true self.

You are being asked to consider where you
are speaking your truth and where you are
holding back. How effectively are you
communicating?   Are you speaking your
truth? Are you being honest with yourself? Or
are you appeasing those around you? When
we take a moment to mindfully empower our
voice we create space for our truth to shine
with integrity.

AFF IRM,

I  AL LOW MY CREAT IV I TY  TO

LEAD THE  WAY

You drew this card because you are being
asked to connect with your creative self.

Women of all ages come together in a
fairytale scene set in Paris. They are sharing
their freedom. They stroke the paint brush,
wave the ribbon, spin the record, sing the
note, and capture the moment. The sky is
painted in purples and blues, sparking their
imagination and ideal expression of self.

You are being asked to allow your spirit to run
through your veins wildly and free. Engage in
an activity that sparks your curiosity and
inner child. Allow yourself to freely create
without expectation. You may be surprised to
see what comes on the other end of
expressing yourself through a creative
pursuit.



AFF IRM,
I  AM WHOLE ,  ENOUGH

AND L IMITLESS

You drew this card because you are being
asked to honour the phase of growth you’re
in. You are being asked to see beyond your
healing.

A woman looks off into the night sky with
pleasure. The endlessness of the night sky
reconnects her to the infinite possibilities in
the universe. She is supercharged with
curiosity and wonder. The stars illuminate the
night sky and connect her to all of the magic
that is around her and within her.

You are being asked to stare into the night
sky and connect with the wonder and ease of
your inner child. Allow yourself to be realigned
with the infinite possibilities life has to offer.
Take a moment to connect to your inner
knowing that you are always whole,
regardless of the phase you are currently in.

AFF IRM,
I  AM WORTHY OF MY

ATTENTION

You drew this card because it is time to invest
energy into your physical self. You are being
asked to take care of your personal
appearance and self expression.

A woman joyfully looks at herself in the mirror.
She is lathering her skin with face oils as her
skin begins to glow. She looks back at herself
with amazement. She is noticing herself for
the first time in a long time. She basks in her
radiance and continues to feed herself with
care. She feels worthy and beautiful. She is
investing in herself.

You are being asked to consider how much
energy you have been putting into your
physical being. When we look good, we feel
good. When we put energy into how we
present ourselves, for ourselves, we begin to
outwardly shine our good inner feelings. Take
a few extra minutes to illuminate your
favourite features today. Put on your favourite
outfit, rock your sexiest shoes and in turn
show up as the best version of yourself.
Notice how you begin to radiate your best
energy once you do so.



AFF IRM,
I  DREAM WITHOUT

L IMITATIONS

You drew this card because you have been
heavily focused on your healing journey and
have forgotten to dream. Manifestation
requires both surrender and creative
visualization.

A woman swings from a wooden swing in the
middle of a cotton candy sky. Stars radiate all
around her as she looks off into the distance
with a dreamy sensual gaze. She is dressed in
her innocence. She is intrigued. She is free.
She is creating.

You are being asked to let go and dream
without limitations. Are you living too much in
your logical brain? Have you been in your
shadow for too long? Has your healing
journey caused you to stop dreaming? It’s
time to let go and creatively visualize the life
of your dreams.

AFF IRM,
I  INVITE  NEW EXPERIENCES

IN WITH JOY

You drew this card because you are in
autopilot.

A woman sits in the luxury of her creations as
she drives down the infamous Vegas strip.
The eclectic road ahead glows with
opportunity and is lined with new adventures.
She is free. She is abundant. She isn’t
attached to where she has been or where she
is going.

You are being asked to remove yourself from
your schedule and go somewhere without an
agenda. Let your spirit run wild and allow
spontaneity to lead the way. Your spirit is
craving the unknown. Evoke the energy of
ease, enthusiasm, and worth to this
adventure by allowing yourself to feel the
bliss of joy. Who knows where you may find
yourself on the other end of this brave
voyage.



AFF IRM,
I  AM IN CHARGE OF MY

THOUGHTS

You drew this card because you may be
finding yourself in mental overload. You may
be experiencing cloudy judgement, and/or
mental exhaustion. You may be finding it
challenging to connect to yourself or others in
a meaningful way.

A naked woman stands under her shower
head and allows the water to fall all over her.
Purple sparks of clarity wash over her as she
cleanses her mind, body, and soul. She is
clearing her mind. She rubs her head allowing
stuck energy to move. She is in the process of
grounding herself.

You are being asked to take an intentional
shower to clear your mind. When you
mindfully cleanse your physical body your
spirit body releases weight as well. Take a
shower, go for a bike ride, swing on the
swings. Create a relationship with air and
water. Your clarity lies on the other side of
intentionally cleansing your aura.

AFF IRM,
I  AM WORTHY

You drew this card because your self-esteem
and self-worth are in question. You may not
be aligned with your creativity and sexuality.
Your body needs intimate attention.

A woman eases her gaze into her own
emotions as she sensually places her hands
on her body. She is giving herself the tender
love and care her body is craving. She is
feeling her worth. She is affirming her beauty.
She is basking in her creative expression. An
orange haze drips down the page as her
sacral chakra is activated and healing.

You are being asked to honour your own
being. When we pay attention to our vessel
our body gives back tenfold. Ask yourself, are
you giving yourself the same compassion you
give to others? Connect to your divine
feminine. Spend time lathering your skin with
oils and lotions. Treat yourself. Spend time
with yourself. Affirm your reality. Give yourself
the attention you deserve.



AFF IRM,
I  WORKOUT MY MIND,  BODY ,

AND SOUL

You drew this card because you are being
called to engage in some much needed
physical activity.

A woman runs along a curved path alongside
the sea. Her clothes are brown blending into
the earth. Her path is illuminated with white
light guiding her along her windy journey. A
vibrant orange sun sets in the background.
She is laying her past to rest. She is mindfully
attending to herself. Her body is grateful.

You are being asked to move. Your energy is
stale, stuck, and requires your effort. When we
take care of our physical body our spiritual
and mental bodies in turn also heal. Move
your body and get physical. The more you
move, the more you will move through.

AFF IRM,
I  MINDFULLY DETOXIFY MY

MIND,  BODY ,  AND SOUL

You drew this card because you’re at a place
of deep exhaustion, contemplation, and
harmony possibly all at the same time.

A woman sinks her body peacefully into a
bath. The bath sparkles with clear white light
as she cleanses her mind, body, and soul.
Plants and the sun's shadow fill her
surrounding space. She is at peace. She has
found calm. She has gifted herself much
deserved me-time.

You are being asked to ask yourself what you
truly need in this moment. When we immerse
ourselves in an entire body of water we allow
ourselves to draw our aura in close and feel
our set point. Are you at a place of deep
contemplation? Are you looking for answers?
Or are you in a place of pure joy and
contentment? Whatever the case, your body
is asking for you to spend time with it. Sink
into the peace of your emotional body.



AFF IRM,
I  AM EMPOWERED

You drew this card because you are no longer
willing to stand in your own way.

A woman shrugs her hands at a dis-
empowered version of herself. She wears a
sweat suit with a single sword on it,
representing clarity of mind. Her dis-
empowered self is engulfed by a black aura.
She has swords scattered across her entire
wardrobe. She is out of sorts with herself. Both
women are on the edge of creation.

You are being asked to find clarity within. Are
you standing in your own way? Are you
creating chaos out of nothing? You are being
asked to take inventory of your thoughts.
Write yourself a letter from your higher self
and put it somewhere you will see it everyday.
Feel and find your strength through
meditation, writing or physical activity. You
are required to take action now. Stand in your
power and allow movement to lead to the
clarity you seek.

AFF IRM,
I  AM LOVED

UNCONDIT IONALLY

You drew this card because you are craving a
soulful conversation. A conversation that fuels
you and allows you to share yourself without
a filter.

Two women sit across from one another in
the window of a downtown coffee shop. They
wear smiles that travel ear to ear. Each of
their heart chakras beam with healing green
light. They feel seen. They feel heard. They
share unconditional love and acceptance.
Their spirits are being charged.

You are being asked to connect with
someone who you feel unconditionally
yourself around. There are few people in this
world who we can share our most authentic
selves with. More so there are few people who
share our wins and ride our lows with us.
When you cultivate friendships that create
the space you crave - nurture and honour
their role in your life. Ask yourself, who am I an
unconditional friend to? Who is unconditional
to me? Show someone you love, how much
you love them today. When we give gratitude
we ultimately receive.



AFF IRM,
I  HONOUR MY INNER CHILD

You drew this card because it is time to heal
your inner wounds. Your current situation has
more to do with your past traumas than your
present circumstances/situation.

A wise red haired woman is hugging her
younger self. They embrace one another
heart to heart. She is creating space for deep
generational healing. The universe dances
around them as traumas and patterns are
forgiven, released, and transformed. An aura
of root chakra energy fills her space as she
grounds her healing.

You are being asked to look within. Have you
been here before? Where does this emotion
root from? You are being asked to close your
eyes and imagine a younger version of
yourself. What is she going through? Embrace
your younger self with the love and
encouragement you now know how to give
and receive.

AFF IRM,
I  REALLY  REALLY

LOVE MYSELF

You drew this card because you may be
experiencing moments of loneliness.

A beautiful woman sits outside of a bustling
Italian restaurant. She is dressed to be seen
and is eating a luxurious meal. A cheeky
smirk of joy paints her face as she basks in
her own company. She is free. She is loved.
She is honouring her solitude. She is found.

You are being asked to tend to your own
garden. When we feel lonely, we are in deep
need of ourselves. We are our own best
friends and our first loves. Do you enjoy
spending time with yourself? Do you like your
own company? You are being asked to spend
some guilt-free, quality me time. When was
the last time you took yourself out on a date? 
Go ahead and spoil yourself, you’ll thank
yourself later.



AFF IRM,
I  WRITE  MY OWN STORY

You drew this card because you are ready to
elevate your narrative.

An empowered woman stands firmly in her
power as she throws a scribe behind her. The
scribe reads “the way things are supposed to
be”. She has reached a point of completion.
She is ready to embrace her new reality. She
is now the main character of her story.

You are being asked to ask yourself if the
story you are writing is your truth? There are
times when the life we are living is in
alignment with the values of those around us
and not with us. There are times when we
have broken out of boxes we once fit into and
no longer can navigate life in the same way.
You are being asked to carefully assess if you
are creating the story of your dreams. If you
are, congratulations - keep going. If you are
not, ask yourself why. Are the limitations you
listed true? Can you change your current
narrative?

AFF IRM,
MONEY LOVES ME

You drew this card because you are being
asked to focus on your paper.

A determined woman sits on her floor as she
counts her material wealth. Boxes of cash line
her bedroom windows. The city skyline paints
a picture of possibility, adventure, and
creation. The woman refrains from living in
luxuries outside of her view.

You are being asked to pay close attention to
your finances at this time. You are in a space
of building and if you continue to focus on
your material wealth and your good feeling
relationship with money, it will continue to
grow. You are abundant and inherently
worthy of success - what are you willing to
do, to co-create your success?



AFF IRM,
I  LOVE MY ENERGY

You drew this card because you are being
asked to surrender to your spirit. You are
being asked to just be. Lay low. Take time to
make time to do nothing.

A woman lays naked on her bed wrapped in
her blanket. The spirit of music runs through
her body. Her eyes lay shut. She is exploring
her inner world. She is at peace.

You are being asked to enjoy your own
energy. There is nothing more to do than
surrender to this very moment.

AFF IRM,
IT  FEELS  GOOD
TO FEEL  GOOD

You drew this card because you are being
asked to connect to your joy.

A vibrant woman's body hangs from the
window of a car under cotton candy skies.
She is completely elated with the present
moment. Her only goal or mission is to enjoy
right now. High frequency energy radiates all
around her.

You are being asked to be okay with feeling
good. Connect to your joy and express the
silliest parts of your personality. It’s time to let
loose and have fun. It is safe to feel good. All
you have is this one moment, right now. When
you create and live from joy - you create and
live in your magic. Treat yourself, don’t cheat
yourself. Surrender.



AFF IRM,
I  AM A STRONG,

INFLUENTIAL ,  POWERFUL
WOMAN

You drew this card because you are being
called to connect to what grounds you.

Women of all shapes and sizes lift one
another creating an anchor. The women are
glowing. They are connected. They each are
exuding their individual power. They are
supporting one another. They are holding
each other down.

You are being asked to connect to your
anchor. What grounds you? What makes you
feel connected? As alone as we may feel -
we are all connected. When we empower and
uplift ourselves, we in turn uplift and empower
those around us. You are being asked to
stand in your power and radiate love.



Resources



How to use
The Mindfulness Deck

--> Hold the deck close to your chest

--> Close your eyes and connect to your inner guidance
(that feeling inside your heart & gut)

--> Ask a question and surrender your energy

--> Shuffle the cards while asking your question

Once you feel you have connected to your spirit, pull a
card to guide you to the actions that will intentionally help

you clear, connect, and expand your energy.



What you need to know
before you get started

Underlying Card
Your underlying card is the most important card in your spread. The underlying

card outlines the overall energy you're working through. This represents the
internal energy you're feeling. Select the underlying card from the BOTTOM of the

deck.

Clarifying Card(s)
Clarifying cards are selected from the top of the deck after you have shuffled and
asked your questions. You place these underneath your underlying energy to gain

immediate to-do's and energy insights.

If a card jumps out
PAY ATTENTION!! These are the messages your spirit really wants you to

pay attention to.



Spreads

Past, Present, Future

Underlying Energy

Past Energy Present Energy  Future Energy 



Spreads

Universes message to you

Underlying Energy

Intention/Guidance Intention/Guidance 



Spreads

Week/Month Energy Reading

Underlying Energy

Work Personal Life

Influences

Outcome

Influences



53 Days
of Mindfulness
PODCAST WITH SUMMAN KANDOLA



53 Days of Mindfulness is a video-podcast series that
takes your mindfulness journey to the next level. Tune in
for bite-size mindfulness episodes designed to take you

on a journey of self-understanding, healing and habit
building. So you can balance your growth and grind.

53 Days
of Mindfulness



Let's transform together:
@xoandhustle


